Evolution of relation P1(P2) describing saturation decompressions after air hyperbaric expositions.
The basic problem in decompression is the limit of maximum tolerable change of pressure after diving. Due to the number of parameters involved in decompression models (bottom time, ambient pressure, exposition profile, content of breathing mixtures, properties of inert gases) the number of possible solutions is theoretically unlimited. Since the beginning of modern decompression models the starting point has been direct saturation decompression using air. The generally accepted form of solution is the linear relation between tolerable pressure P2 after saturation exposition to pressure P1 described by the equation in the form P1 = P2 x A + B, where A and B are parameters obtained by experiments. Since the introduction of this equation values of parameters have been changing in order to decrease the rate of decompression illness. The aim of this study was to analyse and interpret the trend of those changes. Sixteen published models, including the one developed in our center, were compared and gradual change of parameters was identified. This trend should result in safer decompression systems.